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Abstract: Photovoltaic (PV) energy has become competitive in power generation as an alternative 
to fossil fuels over the past decades. The installation of solar energy systems is expected to increase 
rapidly with the further development of the power electronics technology. This paper presents the 
development and modelling of a DC-DC converter for connection of thin film PV module to a standard 
micro-inverter. The idea is to include a specialized isolated DC-DC converter as interface between the 
PV module and the inverter. The converter is designed to transform the I-V panel characteristic so its 
output voltage fits the requirements of the inverter. On the basis of mathematical background, a 
simulation model of the whole system is created in Matlab/Simscape. The results from simulations prove 
that the proposed converter is able to adapt the module to a micro-inverter under different 
meteorological conditions. The converter output characteristics have the shape necessary for normal 
operation of inverter maximum power point tracking algorithm. 
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DC-DC преобразувател за свързване на фотоволтаичен панел към микро-инвертор 
(Захари Зарков). През последното десетилетие фотоволтаичните (ФВ) системи станаха 
конкурентоспособни в производството на електроенергия като алтернатива на изкопаемите 
енергийни източници. Очаква се инсталирането на системи за слънчева енергия да продължи 
да се увеличава бързо с по-нататъшното развитие на силовите електронни технологии. Тази 
статия представя разработката и моделирането на DC-DC преобразувател за свързване на 
тънкослоен ФВ модул към стандартен микро-инвертор. Идеята е да се включи специализиран 
изолиран DC-DC преобразувател като интерфейс между ФВ модул и инвертора. 
Преобразувателят е проектиран да трансформира волт-амперната характеристика на 
панела, така че неговото изходно напрежение да отговаря на изискванията на инвертора. Въз 
основа на математическите модели на отделните елементи е създаден симулационен модел на 
цялата система в Matlab/Simscape. Резултатите от симулациите доказват, че предлаганият 
преобразувател е в състояние да адаптира характеристиките на модула към микро-инвертор 
при различни метеорологични условия. Характеристиките на изхода на преобразувателя имат 
формата, необходима за нормална работа на алгоритъма за следене на точката на максимална 
мощност от страна на инвертора. 

Ключови думи – DC-DC преобразувател, Микро-инвертор, Моделиране, Фотоволтаици 
 

Introduction 
Solar photovoltaic (PV) power generation systems 

are nowadays among the top eco-friendly renewable 
energy solutions. In the last decade, solar technology 
has become cheaper and more efficient, making it a 
good alternative to classical energy sources like fossil 
fuels and nuclear energy. The number and installed 
power of PV systems continuously increase. At the end 
of 2018, PV installations have reached a cumulative 
installed capacity of 509GW worldwide [1]. For 

Bulgaria, the total installed PV power at the end of 
2017 is 1028MW [2]. In the years 2015-2017, the 
generated energy by the PV plants in Bulgaria is around 
1393GWh/year, which represents around 2.9% of total 
electricity production in the country [3]. 

The main technical challenges to the PV electricity 
generation are: maximizing the energy production by 
appropriate algorithms for maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT); converting the DC voltage into AC 
voltage with standard parameters, required by the grid; 
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compensation of power fluctuations caused by the fast 
variations in solar radiation. These problems are solved 
mainly by application of power electronic converters 
and energy storage devices. One of the promising 
solutions for small-power PV systems is the usage of 
micro-inverters (MI). In MI configuration (also named 
as panel inverters), one inverter is attached to one PV 
module. MIs are mostly designed for power rating 
between 50 and 400 W with power conversion 
efficiencies above 90% [4], [5]. Due to their low power, 
these inverters are small and can be attached directly to 
the frame of the PV panel. The trend here is to integrate 
the inverter to PV module forming one whole device, 
which generates AC power (AC module) [5].  

Advantages of micro-inverter technology are: 
elimination of the mismatch and shading losses in PV 
strings; removing the bulk DC cabling, providing the 
facility of optimizing the converter for one PV module; 
increase of energy production by allowing individual 
MPPT of each module [4], [5]. With the use of micro-
inverters, in case of failure of any individual module 
the power can still be supplied without any interruption.  

The most of micro-inverters are produced for input 
voltages up to 65V, which fits well to PV modules 
made of crystalline silicone cells [4]. However, in the 
recent years, the PV panels produced by thin-film 
technologies from different materials (as Cadmium 
Telluride, Copper Indium Gallium Selenide or 
microcrystalline silicon) become popular on the market 
[6]. In most of the cases, these modules consist of big 
number of cells and have much higher voltage than 
usual crystalline silicon modules. The open-circuit 
voltage of these modules reaches 100V. Obviously, it 
is not possible to connect such module directly to a 
standard micro-inverter.  

In order to overcome this problem, the author 
proposes to introduce a specialized DC-DC converter 
between the PV module and inverter. The DC-DC 
converters of almost all types are widely utilized in the 
PV technology for power conditioning and maximum 
power point tracking (MPPT) [7].  

However, in this particular application the converter 
is intended to transform the I-V characteristics of the 
module in a way that it fits the micro-inverter 
requirements. The paper presents the development, 
modelling and simulation of an isolated DC-DC 
converter for power conditioning from PV module to a 
standard micro-inverter.  

Theoretical background  
The main idea of this work is to transform the I-V 

characteristics of a PV panel so it is suitable for the 
input voltage and current range of a micro-inverter. As 
it was mentioned, the thin-film PV modules usually 
generate relatively high voltage – around 100V. This 
voltage is bigger than the maximum input voltage of 
the micro-inverters and should be decreased. The 
solution of the problem proposed here is to use a DC-
DC converter, which will decrease the PV panel 
voltage to acceptable level. In order to keep the    
possibility of the inverter to perform its maximum point 
tracking algorithm the converter should not have 
voltage or current regulation. This goal may be 
achieved if the converter operates with fixed duty 
cycle.  

The first possibility to decrease the panel voltage is 
to use step-down (buck) DC-DC converter. This 
solution is simple but have one important drawback: in 
the case of failure of the switching transistor, whole 
voltage of the PV module will be applied directly to the 
inverter input. This may lead to damage of the inverter.  

That is why a more reliable solution is proposed 
here – to use isolated DC-DC converter. In this case, if 
some transistor fails the inverter will be isolated from 
the panel by the transformer. 

The circuit of proposed DC-DC converter is shown 
in Fig. 1 

 

 
Fig. 1. Circuit of proposed DC-DC converter for PV panel. 

The PV panel voltage should be decreased with a 
coefficient n, which depends on the maximum inverter 
input voltage VIm and the maximum panel voltage VPVm 

(1) 𝑛 = 𝑉𝑉 . 
Consequently, the DC-DC converter should have 

constant voltage ratio equal to n. This means that for 
each point of the I-V characteristic of the PV module 
the converter output voltage will be  
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(2) 𝑉 = 𝑛𝑉  . 
On the other hand, the input and output powers will 

be equal (under the assumption that the converter is 
lossless) i.e.  

(3)  𝑉 𝐼 = 𝑉 𝐼  .  
And taking into account (2) for the currents we 

obtain: 

(4) 𝐼 = 1𝑛 𝐼  . 
According to (2) and (4) for each point of the I-V 

characteristics, the converter will decrease the voltage 
but its output current will be bigger that the PV panel 
current. As a result, the PV panel characteristic will be 
transformed into another one as it is shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of transformation of the 

PV panel I-V characteristic by DC-DC converter. 

PV panel model 

The used PV cell and panel model is based on the 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3, which uses a diode 
and series and parallel resistors [8]. The current Iph is 
generated by the light and it is proportional to the solar 
irradiance Ga. The mathematical equation for the 
currents in circuit from Fig. 3 is: 

(5) 𝐼 = 𝐼  − 𝐼 − 𝐼  

where: IPV  is the cell (module) current, ID1 - the 
diode current, IP – parallel resistance current . 

The diode current ID is represented by the Shockley 
equation [8]: 

(6) 𝐼 = 𝐼 𝑒 ( ) − 1  

where: I0 is diode saturation current, T - cell 
temperature (K), k - Boltzmann constant, q - electron 
charge, VPV - voltage of PV cell, RS - series resistance, 
A – diode ideality factor. 

The reverse saturation current I0 depends on cell 
material and its temperature characteristics. 

 
Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of PV panel. 

The current Iph depends on the solar radiation and 
the panel’s temperature. For conditions different from 
Standard Test Conditions (STC) it is determined by the 
expression: 

(7) 𝐼 = 𝐺𝐺 𝐼 _ + 𝑘 (𝑇−𝑇 )  

where: GSTC =1000W/m2 is solar radiation at STC; 
ISC_STC is short-circuit current at STC; TSTC =25°C is 
STC temperature and ki is thermal coefficient of the 
short-circuit current. 

Converter model  

The DC-DC converter model is developed under 
assumption that the switching times of the transistors 
are zero i.e. they are ideal switches with some internal 
resistance. The transistors are controlled by two pulse 
trains with small dead time. The primary transformer 
voltage is rectangular with magnitude of VPV/2.  

The transformer model is based on equivalent 
circuit shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of the transformer. 

The transformer is assumed to be linear (no core 
saturation) with losses in the core represented by the 
resistance Rm.  

The equations for the transformer voltages are: 

(8)
𝑣 = 𝑅 𝑖 + 𝐿 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑡  + 𝑑𝛷𝑑𝑡𝑣 = −𝑅 𝑖 − 𝐿 𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝛷𝑑𝑡  

where: v1 is primary voltage, v’2 is secondary 
voltage referred to primary side, i1 is primary current, 
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i’2 is secondary current referred to primary side, R1 is 
primary winding resistance, R’2 is secondary winding 
resistance referred to primary side, LS1 is primary 
winding leakage inductance, L’S2 is secondary winding 
leakage inductance referred to primary side, Lm is 
inductance of magnetizing branch, Rm is core loss 
resistance, Φ is the magnetic core flux. 

The equation for the currents is: 

(9) 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 𝑖 + 𝑖  

where: im is the magnetizing current and iR is the 
current covering the magnetic core losses. 

The transformer ratio should correspond to the 
required voltage ratio n  defined by (1) 

(10) 
𝑤𝑤 = 𝑉𝑉 = 2𝑉𝑉  

where it is taken into account that the primary 
transformer voltage is a half of the DC supply voltage 
for the bridge (see Fig. 1).  

The rectifier diode model consists of constant 
voltage drop VF and series resistance. The diode 
switching times are neglected.  

The modelling of rectifier, filter and load in time 
domain is done as it is described in [12]. 

Of course, the output DC voltage is not exactly 
equal to the magnitude of secondary transformer 
voltage because of the voltage drop VF in diodes and 
dead time:  

(11) 𝑉 = 𝛿𝑉 − 𝑉  

where: δ is the duty ratio of the transistor control 

pulses.  

(12) 𝛿 = 𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇  

where: T is the period of the control pulses, Td is the 
dead time. 

Simulation results  
A simulation model of whole system from Fig. 1  is 

created in Matlab/Simscape environment. The model is 
shown in Fig. 5.  

One thin-film Cadmium Telluride PV panel of type 
FS-275 is used in the simulation model. Its basic 
characteristics are [9]: 

• Maximum power Pm = 75W; 
• Voltage at maximum power Vmp = 69.4V 
• Current at maximum power Imp = 1.08A 
• Open-circuit voltage VOC = 92V 
• Short-circuit current ISC = 1.2A 
• Open-circuit voltage temperature coefficient  

kv = -0.237 %/℃. 
The unknown parameters for the PV panel model 

are determined by optimization procedure [10], [11]: 
• Diode saturation current I0 = 2.26.10-13A 
• Diode ideality factor A = 1.056 
• Series resistance RS =12.3Ω 
• Parallel resistance RP =1087Ω. 
The maximum voltage of the module appears when 

the cell temperature is low. For Bulgarian climate, 
typical minimal temperature of the cells is assumed to 
be -10℃. Under this condition, the maximum open-

Fig. 5. Simulation model in Matlab/Simscape. 
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circuit module voltage will be: 

(13) 𝑉 = 𝑉 (1 + 𝑘 (𝑇 − 𝑇 )). 

For the chosen module at cell temperature of -10℃, 
the maximum voltage is  VPVm = 99.6V.  

A micro-inverter of type Aurora micro-0.25-I-
OUTD-230 with following data is chosen to be 
connected to the PV module: 

• Maximum DC voltage: 65V; 
• DC voltage for full power at MPP: 30-50V; 
• Rated output power: 250W 
Taking into account (11) the transformer secondary 

voltage is calculated:  

(14) 𝑉 = 𝑉 + 𝑉𝛿 = 60 + 0.80.975 = 62.4V . 
In (14), a voltage margin of 5V is previewed for 

safety of the inverter. The duty ratio is assumed equal 
to 0.975, which correspond to pulse width 20μs and 
dead time of 0.5μs (see (12)). This times are obtained  
by the transformer operating frequency, which is 
chosen 25kHz and typical dead times for specialized 
integrated circuits for control of half-bridge converters 
– for example IR2153D.     

Taking into account (10) the transformer turns ratio 
is found:  

(15) 
𝑤𝑤 = 2𝑉𝑉 = 2 × 62.499.6 = 1.25 . 

In order to have realistic values of the transformer 
parameters a real transformer is designed and 
fabricated using the methodology described in [13]. 
The transformer is made using core of type RM14 from 
N67 magnetic material. For operating frequency 
25kHz, the number of turns of transformer windings is 
calculated to be: 

• Primary winding     w1 = 12; 
• Secondary winding w2 = 15. 
The resistances and inductances are obtained by 

measurements with RLC meter on the transformer 
prototype and the results are: 

• Primary winding: R1 = 16.8mΩ, LS1 = 0.402μH; 
• Secondary winding R2 = 49.5mΩ, LS2 = 0.245μH; 
• Magnetizing inductance Lm = 848μH; 
• Resistance of the magnetizing branch   

Rm = 1050Ω. 
These values are used in the simulation model from 

Fig. 5. 
The filter inductance is chosen L=50μH with series 

resistance 10 mΩ.  All capacitors are with value 100μF. 
The low value of the capacitance is chosen 

intentionally in order to keep the time-constant of the 
converter low and make the dynamic response fast.  

The transistors are MOSFET with channel 
resistance 40mΩ, which is typical for such devices with 
voltage rating 150-200V. 

The diodes have voltage drop of 0.8V and internal 
resistance of 20mΩ.  

Below, are presented the main results from the 
simulations performed with the developed model in 
Matlab.  

In Fig. 6 are presented simulated voltage and current 
waveforms in the DC-DC converter during operation 
with the panel illuminated with 1000W/m2 at 25℃. The 
panel operates at its maximum power of 75W with 
voltage 69.4V and current 1.077A.   

 
Fig. 6. Voltage and current wavewforms in the converter 

operating with panel illuminated with 1000W/m2 and 25℃, 
PV power is 75W.  

In Fig. 7 are shown the obtained characteristics of 
the PV module and the output of DC-DC converter 
when the module operates at STC - global radiation 
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1000W/m2 and cell temperature 25℃. These 
characteristics are obtained when the converter is 
loaded by a controlled DC voltage source. By varying 
in steps the output voltage from 1 to 55V, the points of 
the characteristics are calculated by the simulation 
model. In the same figure, the power variation with the 
voltage is also shown.  

 
Fig. 7. I-V and power characteristics of PV panel (blue)  
and at the output of DC-DC converter (black) at global 

radiation 1000W/m2 and 25℃. 

As it can be seen, the I-V characteristic of the PV 
module is transformed in different characteristic on the 
converter output. The new characteristic looks entirely 
like a characteristic from a PV panel but with lower 
voltage and higher current. In the power curve, there is 
a visible maximum, which may be followed by the in-
verter MPPT algorithm.     

In order to study the influence of the illumination on 
the converter behavior, a set of simulations are per-
formed under different values of solar radiation and 
constant temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 8 
and Fig. 9 as I-V characteristics on the output of the 
converter and on the PV module output.  

 
Fig. 8. I-V characteristics at the output of DC-DC 

converter at global radiation 250, 500 and 1000W/m2 and 
cell temperature 25℃.  

 
Fig. 9. I-V characteristics of the PV panel at global 

radiation 250, 500 and 1000W/m2 and cell temperature 
25℃.  

Once again, the converter demonstrates its ability to 
transform the PV panel characteristics in the right way 
at different illumination levels.     

As it is known, the temperature also influences the 
PV modules’ performance. The model gives the 
possibility to take into account the module temperature. 
In Fig. 10, are shown simulated I-V characteristics at 
the output of the converter under constant solar 
radiation 1000W/m2 and three different cell 
temperatures. This result shows that the converter 
operates well when the cell temperature changes and 
there are relevant changes in the output characteristics. 
When the temperature increase the open-circuit voltage 
decreases and the short-circuit current slightly 
increases, which is the typical behavior of PV modules.    

 

 
Fig. 10. I-V characteristics at the output of DC-DC 

converter at global radiation 1000W/m2 and cell 
temperature 0, 25 and 50℃.  

In order to study the efficiency of the developed 
DC-DC converter, several characteristics of the PV 
panel power and the output power are simulated and 
drawn in Fig. 11. As expected, the converter output 
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power is smaller than the input power. The ratio of 
these two powers gives the efficiency of the converter. 
The efficiency is calculated for different input power at 
constant input voltage. The result is shown in Fig. 12. 
The voltage is chosen 70V, which is very close to the 
voltage of the maximum power and consequently, this 
is the most probable operating voltage of the module in 
a real system.  

 
Fig. 11. Power characteristics of PV panel (blue) and at the 
output of DC-DC converter (black) at global radiation 250, 

500 and 1000W/m2 and cell temperature 25℃. 

 
Fig. 12. DC-DC converter efficiency vs. input power  

at constant input voltage 70V.  

The converter efficiency reaches 95% and has a 
trend to increase with the power, which means that the 
converter is overdimensioned. However, it is useful 
because in real conditions it should operate with three 
PV panels connected in parallel (with total power of 
225W peak) to fulfil the micro-inverter power rating of 
250W. It should be mentioned that the switching losses 
in semiconductor devices are not taken into account 
because of the model limitations. Consequently, the 
actual converter efficiency will be a little bit smaller 
that calculated by the model.  

In order to test the dynamic behavior of the 
proposed converter, simulation with abrupt changes in 
solar radiation and cell temperature is carried out. The 

results are shown in Fig. 13. The simulation is done 
when the converter is loaded with constant voltage 
source with value of 39.5V. This voltage keeps the 
panel at voltage around 70V, which corresponds to its 
maximum power.  

 
Fig. 13. Test of the converter with changes in solar 

radiation and cell temperature.  

As it can be seen from the results, the dynamic 
capabilities of the converter are very good because it is 
able to follow without visible deviations changes in 
solar radiation as fast as 100W per one millisecond. 
The increase in cell temperature is also reflected to the 
output of the converter by small drop in the current and 
power.  

Conclusions 
The paper presents a specialized DC-DC converter 

for connecting a thin-film PV panel to a micro-inverter. 
The converter is based on half-bridge topology with 
transformer isolation, which is useful for safety of the 
inverter in case of failure of converter transistors. The 
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converter mathematical model is developed in state 
space using instantaneous values. The simulation 
model is created in Matlab/Simscape environment. It is 
a detailed model and takes into account the switching 
mode of operation of the semiconductor devices. 

Special attention is paid to the design of the high-
frequency transformer. A prototype of the transformer 
is fabricated and used for experimental identification of 
its parameters.  

As a result of simulations, different characteristics 
of the system PV panel – DC-DC converter are 
obtained and shown in the paper. The characteristics 
prove that the developed converter operates as expected 
and its output characteristics look exactly like those of 
a photovoltaic panel but with lower voltage and higher 
current. 

 The dynamic performance demonstrated by the 
converted is good enough for the operation of inverter 
MPPT algorithm because usually inverters change the 
reference for input power every 20 – 100ms.  
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